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Corrigendum

Following the publication of the Research Article by Yang Chen, Douglas C Morton, Yufang Jin, G James Collatz, Prasad S Kasibhatla, Guido R van der Werf, Ruth S DeFries & James T Randerson titled 'Long-term trends and interannual variability of forest, savanna and agricultural fires in South America' in the December 2013 issue of *Carbon Management* (Carbon Management 4[6], 617–638 [2013]), it has been brought to our attention that one author surname was incorrectly printed and should have appeared as:

Yang Chen*1, Douglas C Morton2, Yufang Jin1, G James Collatz2, Prasad S Kasibhatla3, Guido R van der Werf4, Ruth S DeFries5 & James T Randerson1

The authors and editors of *Carbon Management* would like to sincerely apologize for any inconvenience or confusion this may have caused our readers.